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---------------------------------------------------------------
SUMMARY: (U) TEN ARGARM OFFICERS HAVE BEEN PROMOTED
TO BRIGADIER GENERAL.
---------------------------------------------------------------
TEXT: 1. (U) SOURCE A REPORTED THE FOLLOWING COLONELS
HAVE BEEN SELECTED FOR PROMOTION TO BRIGADIER GENERAL
BY THE ARGARM.
MARTIN ANTONIO ((BALZA)) - ARTILLERY
HORACIO GUILLERMO ((CANESTRO)) - ARTILLERY
LUIS CAYETANO ((TORRES)) - ARTILLERY
HECTOR HUGO ((GARGIULO)) - ARTILLERY
OSVALDO ((SALOMON)) - INFANTRY
ADOLFO PATRICIO ((ETCHEUN)) - INFANTRY
EDUARDO ((CARDOSO)) - INFANTRY
MARIO CANDIDO ((DIAZ)) - INFANTRY
ALFREDO ((DALTON)) - INFANTRY
HUGO ((FERNANDEZ)) - CAVALRY
2. (U) NOMINATIONS ARE AT THE MINISTRY OF DEFENSE AND MUST RECEIVE SENATE CONFIRMATION. DATES OF RANK WILL BE 31 DECEMBER 1987.

3. (U) NO GENERAL OFFICER RETIREMENTS ARE EXPECTED BECAUSE OF THE PROMOTIONS.
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